Abstract: Non-linear loads in circuits cause the appearance of harmonic disturbances both in voltage 1 and current. In order to minimize the effects of these disturbances and, therefore, to control over 2 the flow of electricity between the source and the load, they are often used passive or active filters.
In (3) a new product is defined, the wedge product. The main difference with its cousin the outer product (see figure 1) is that the result is neither a scalar nor a vector, but a new quantity called bivector.
a ∧ b = a b sin ϕ e 1 e 2
A bivector is known to have direction, sense and magnitude in the same way a vector has. It Finally, the third product between vectors is defined in (4) as the geometric product and can be 68 described as one of the major contributions in geometric algebra. Not only vectors can be multiplied 69 geometrically, but bivectors and other entities, in general, can be used.
The result is a linear combination of the inner product and the wedge product. Equation (4) can 71 be expanded to further find out new insights.
72
A = ab = A 0 + A 2 = (α 1 β 1 + α 2 β 2 ) + (α 1 β 2 − α 2 β 1 )e 1 e 2
where A 0 is the scalar part and A 2 is the bivector :::: part. 
It can be easily shown from (7) and (1) that For the non-sinusoidal case, i.e., when harmonics are present in the voltage and/or current, the 107 apparent power loses its validity and only M can reflect the exact flow of energy in the circuit. Consider
that we can transfer to the geometric domain as 
In (11), the transformation given in [35] 
where i g is the in-phase current where i b is the quadrature current. The geometric apparent power is
where M g is the in-phase geometric apparent power, CN d is the degraded power and • Castro-Nuñez and Castro-Puche's case study [22] • Castilla's case study [ • Series LC-type filter: this filter is also considered to reduce line current harmonics [42] . • Parallel LC-type filter: it provides low impedance shunt branches to the load's harmonic current, • Triple tuned filter: This type of filter is electrically equivalent to three parallel-connected tuned . Figure 10 . Triple tune filter.
• Foster's filter: this filter combines in parallel single L-type and C-type filters and also parallel 234 LC-type filters.
Figure 11. Foster's filter.
• Czarnecki's 4-elements filter: it is a filter that combines two L and two C elements using a 
Simulation results

238
Tables 1, 2, and 3 show the results obtained by the genetic algorithm in the three case studies 239 described above, being the ::::: RMS current through the supply source (Iscp), the objective to be minimized.
240
The best, mean and standard deviation of 10 independent runs is :::
are provided. obtain high quality solutions. In summary, the genetic algorithm is able not only to equal but also to 251 slightly improve the results obtained in these three case studies, which demonstrates that evolutionary 252 approaches can be used to compensate the source current in different circuits using a variety of filters. The :::::::: optimal ::::::: current :: is :::: also :::::::: included ::: for :::::::::: readability ::::::::: purposes. : Table 4 . Optimal values for L,C achieved by the genetic algorithm for the 3 cases of study and the 6 proposed filters. proposed approach is based on the use of a genetic algorithm which is able to optimize the parameters 
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